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Bookmark the Biomedical Library’s home page to access the most current links for electronic
resources and library services.
Contact us via:
chat
in person
telephone
email

Off-Campus
Access

BIOMED BLOG:
Keep up with the
latest news
about resources
& services from
the library by
subscribing to
our blog.

Article databases
Subject guides
Patient care tools

How-to guides
Consultation request
Key textbooks

http://guides.library.ucla.edu/life_sciences
Graduate
Reading
Room

.cfm

Computing in
the Library

For more information, see:
Resources in Life Sciences
Questions? Contact Adele Dobry at adobry@library.ucla.edu or call 310.825.8283.
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Selected Databases Available from the Biomedical Library’s Web Site
Use the Key Resources tab to connect to these databases.

 BIOSIS Previews – The most comprehensive database for life science and biomedical research.
Contains citations to items in over 6,000 journals, books, conference proceedings, and patents, in all
areas of the life sciences, including genetics, microbiology, biochemistry, biology, botany,
biotechnology, paleontology, evolution, and environmental pollution. Many citations include
abstracts. Updated weekly. Coverage: 1926–present.
 Web of Science - Covers all disciplines and is particularly useful for interdisciplinary topics. Offers
access to the Arts and Humanities Citation Index; Science Citation Index; Social Sciences Citation
Index, Conference Proceedings Citation Index; Index Chemicus; Current Chemical Reactions.
Content dates back as far as 1900 and covers 12,000 of the highest impact journals worldwide, as
well as over 150,000 conference proceedings. The General search allows you to locate articles by
subject term, author name, journal title, or author affiliation. Cited Reference search, a unique
feature of ISI, lets you search for articles that cite an author or article that you specify. EndNote Web
reference manager is fully integrated with Web of Science, and is available to all UCLA faculty,
staff, and students at no extra cost.
 Zoological Record - The world’s

most comprehensive index to
zoological literature. Covers every
aspect of zoology, including
biochemistry, behavior, ecology
evolution, genetics, etc. Over 5,000
professional journals, plus nonjournal coverage, including
magazines, newsletters,
monographs, books, reviews, and
conference proceedings. 75,000
records are added annually.
Coverage: 1864–present.

